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Twitter
Tuesday 10/9
With the evolution of the #cloud☁ and an uptick in cyber attacks, businesses face a mounting
challenge in moving #data safely to the cloud. Learn how to secure
your data in the cloud
and in transit: https://bit.ly/2RjKqiG @InformationAge. More: https://goo.gl/azSpQF.
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Wednesday 10/10
There’s no doubt mobile
#apps are part of everyday life, apps are also a crucial part of
#business today. Discover how to increase
the profitability of your app and which factors to
consider when developing it: https://bit.ly/2QmNwRF @Forbes. More: https://goo.gl/SiEbPu.
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Thursday 10/11
As #DevOps transforms the way businesses operate, #security
often falls by the wayside.
Execs focus on speed, but neglecting security can be detrimental. Check out five keys
to
coordinating security and DevOps: https://bit.ly/2RhkDrk @Forbes. More: https://goo.gl/as1RPS.
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Friday 10/12
#Digital health
tools continue to evolve and offer promising potential for the industry. Learn
more about technology-driven
#healthcare solutions addressing three major concerns in the
health sphere today: https://bit.ly/2NXRV0w @VerdictUK. More: https://goo.gl/4t98bC.

🖥

#FF | Thanks for the follow, @NathanOleen, @ColoTechAsn and @RyanWeberKC!

👍

Saturday 10/13 —
The #cloud ☁ revolution is far from over. A heterogeneous decentralized platform could
transform the cloud into a more open and diverse, and ultimately more cost-effective, #network
. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2zMJexF @EntrepreneurIND. More: https://goo.gl/18NSzL.

🌐

Monday 10/14
As the #cloud ☁ has revolutionized customer interaction and experience, increasingly #digital
consumers are shaping the way businesses operate. Learn how the consumers are fueling

🖥

🚀 the cloud boom: https://bit.ly/2RfD6V8 @Forbes. More: https://goo.gl/wQUNwR.
Google+ Kansas City
Thursday 10/11
TechWeek KC Launches with Speeches from Mayoral Candidates
TechWeek KC kicked off this week with opening words from Kansas City’s potential future
mayors. Upcoming mayoral candidates for the city spoke at the tech forum about technology in
Kansas City and its key role in the city’s future, with the aim of educating voters before the April
2 election and fueling continued attention on KC’s digital evolution. Learn more about the city’s
digital strategy moving forward: https://bit.ly/2OvYqal.

Google+ Denver
Thursday 10/11
With a population growth of 1,000 people per month for the past four years, Denver is in the
middle of a massive population boom. New technology and innovation are playing an
increasingly key role in helping the city and county governments keep up with demand, allowing
government workers to provide services with more efficiency. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2QtFir8.

LinkedIn
Tuesday 10/9
Pat There are a lot of factors to consider when developing a #mobile #app, including how it will
generate revenue. While apps are a part of everyday life today, they’re also #business for their
owners, and they need to be treated as such. Discover how to increase the #profitability of your
app: https://bit.ly/2QmNwRF.

Matt Denver’s spot as a rising tech hub is being further cemented by a recent ranking of the top 25
tech cities in America and Canada. Based on the role tech plays in employment, occupation and
investment, the list from Cushman & Wakefield deemed tech a “key driver” in the Mile High City.
Learn more about Denver’s tech scene: https://bit.ly/2O4iEIU.
Thursday 10/11
Steve Though the cloud revolution has been embraced by many large organizations, its features and
functions are more than applicable for small businesses. Learn three key benefits of
implementing the cloud and how small businesses can apply them: https://zd.net/2y9J9C2.
Friday 10/12
Matt Does an emphasis on speed in the #business world actually lead to better results? According to
the 2018 State of DevOps Report, when it comes to high-performing institutions, yes. Learn how
a #DevOps method can reduce risk and deliver more value to an organization’s mission:
https://bit.ly/2zNONvA.

Steve In a period of rapid population growth, Denver’s city and county government is facing a large
increase in workload. Thanks to new technology and innovations, however, the city is able to
provide vital services for citizens with increased efficiency and keep up with demand. Learn how
technology is transforming municipal work and capacity: https://bit.ly/2QtFir8.
Monday 10/15
Steve In today’s highly competitive mobile app market, a sound development strategy can make a big
difference in the end product. That’s one reason Agile methodology is quickly gaining ground. A
flexible, incremental method, the Agile technique offers higher quality, faster development,
customization and more. Discover nine key benefits of Agile methodology: https://bit.ly/2y527ti.
Learn more about the possibilities of Agile-based development: https://bit.ly/2w4Db4W.

Pat The implementation of new technology across an organization is about more than simply
passing a policy change. From customization to automation, many strategies can help smooth
integration of new methods. Take a look at this checklist for success for hospitals and
businesses implementing #technology innovations: https://bit.ly/2QoXcv6.

